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STAND FORM OR STRUCTURE  

Forest stands may also be classified as the bases of their farm. The 

arrangement of trees, which are left standing and that of new tree 

which appear affected cuttings determines the stand form.   

This is best indicated by the profile of the tree grams. The most 

important criterion of stands form is age distribution.  

In general we have 3 types of stand structure.  

1.Even-aged stands  

2.Stand with two age classes   

3.Uneven-aged stands  

In an EVEN-AGED STAND all trees are the same age at least of the 

same age class, a stand is considered even-aged, if the difference in 

age between the oldest and youngest trees does not exceed 20% of the 

length of rotation.  

In practice even-aged stands are recognized from their even canopy 

and normal distribution diameters classes. In other words, the 

diameter of most trees in an even-aged stands cluster expands the 

mean.    

Trees of several age classes are present and individual trees within the 

stand are competing with others trees at different stages of dolpoint. 

Structurally uneven-aged stands present a broken or an uneven 

canopy in which the smallest trees are the young seedlings and 

samplings of newly regenerating species. The size class distribution is 

normally skewed to the right, indicating that the largest number of 

stems is in the smallest diameters class and that the number decreases 

regularly with increasing size. 

 



TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF 3 DIFFERENT TYPES OF AGE 

DISTRIBUTION   

Distribution stand is made between balanced and irregular uneven-

aged stands. A balanced uneven-aged stand consists of 3or more 

different age classes, each of which occupy an approximately equal; 

the age classes are also spaced at various form intervals all the way 

from newly established reproduction to trees rotation age. Such 

stands, once created, function as selfcontained, sustained yield units. 

Irregular uneven-aged stands do not contain all the age classes 

necessary to ensure that trees will arrive at relation age at short 

intervals indefinitely. Uneven aged virgin stands and stands which 

have been called over without plan are almost always irregular in age 

distribution. The profile of a stand is a good criterion of age 

distribution because trees of the same age grow in height at roughly 

the same rate, provided site conditions are uniform, those that do not 

keep pace are suppressed and disappears. Therefore an even-aged 

stand tends to be almost san with in top. An uneven-aged stand is 

distinctly irregular in height; the greater the number of age classes, 

the more uneven the top of the canopy. This is not however trees of 

very old uneven-aged stands in many virgin forests. Growth in height 

becomes so slow in old trees that irregularities in height of uneven-

aged stands gradually smoothens ant.  

The climate growth of trees is more variable than their growth in 

height. The, the trees in uneven-aged stand are nowhere near as 

uniform in diameter as they are in height.  

The decision to adopt a uniform or polycyclic system of regeneration 

which will result in evenaged or uneven-aged stands, is again based 

on careful consideration of the merits and demerits of each form.  

Like pure stands, even aged stands tends to have same practical 

advantages, while uneven-aged stands like mixture, have same 

biological and environmental advantages.   

 



The advantages of even-aged stand include:   

i. A layer number of crop trees per hectare at any given stage of 

dolpant thin in unevenaged stand.  

ii. Longer, clearer and better almost cylindrical boles compared to the 

mere conicall and rough boles in uneven-aged stands. Consequently, 

quality of the product tends to be better than in uneven-aged stands.   

iii. Shorter crowns concentrated for maximum efficiency at the top of 

the stems.   

iv. Silvicultural treatments are easier to apply since the entire stand is 

involved.   

v. Suitable mainly for light demanders Clearance of even-aged stand 

at rotation age brings along some adverse effects to the site. These  

include   

i. Loss of soil by erosion   

ii. Loss of nutrients by run-off and volatilization   

iii. Accelerated organic matter decomposition and   

iv. Destruction of the normal soil organism that key the functioning of 

the ecosystem  

processes.   

Those adverse effects of clear felling even-aged stands are avoided in 

uneven-aged forest  

management systems.   

i. The site is rotated at all time as the entire stand is never totally 

removed  

ii. The presence of trees of many sizes ensures that any physical 

damage to the stand may not result in complete lose as would be in 

even-aged stands with same size class.  



iii. Uneven-aged stand management systems also favour the doplant 

of shade tolerant trees.  

This makes continuous regeneration possible making it less important 

for the stand to depend on a seed crop maturing at a particular time 

for regeneration.   

Even aged stand arrangement systems have, however been attraction 

to the tropical fosters for a long time.   

The Malaysia unfair system and the tropical shortened system in West 

Africa are attempts at converting the natural uneven-aged forests into 

even-aged stands. Most tropical plantations are so full managed are 

even-aged stands. This attraction to evem-aged stands is based on 

their economic advantages.  

They are easily managed, readily and completely sold and are easily 

and more economically harvested. Planting is closed and easy. 

Although foresters will continue to argue on the relative merits of the 

two systems, even-aged management will increasingly be more 

favoured because of its economic virtues in the inyount for and 

production in the tropics. Uneven-aged management will however 

still find use in protection forests as well as in the lesser accessible 

tropical forest formation system.   

 

 


